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1 Introduction
To foster the integration of the SmartCoDe results into global concepts, an energy-positive
local cluster Electronic Dissemination Platform (EDP) is developed during the project’s life
time. The portal will serve as a centre of excellence, where all parties relevant to the “Energy
Efficient Buildings”- topic can connect and exchange knowledge. SmartCoDe’s Exploitation
and Dissemination Manager will actively foster the integration of related web portals, groups,
companies, and research projects into this network, while special attention is paid to the
aspect of interdisciplinary knowledge transfer. By including a wide spectrum of interested
groups, the dissemination platform lays the foundation for de-facto standards in power
management strategies and methods also beyond the project’s life-time.
The concept is supported by Expert Coordination Workshops, Press Releases and
participations to other related conferences to sensitise the public community to the overall
goals.
The web-portal of D-5.1.1 delivered in M3 has been the first step to SmartCoDe’s EDP and
has addressed the basic features:


Home Page



Project Overview:
o Abstract
o Objectives
o Impact



Partners
o Project Partners
o Associated Partners



Events
o SmartCoDe Events
o External Presentations



Press
o SmartCoDe Press Releases
o SmartCoDe in the Press



Analysis

This document describes the web portal’s functionality that complement above concept:


Authenticated User



Dedicated Non-Project Partner User Group & Role Structure



Public Download Area



Content Distribution driven by User Interest



Animation



Online Demonstrator Interface



Event Management Support



Forums



Survey / Poll Functionality



Newsletter
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2 Authenticated User
The knowledge of a user’s identity is mandatory for the portal to provide additional services
like newsletters or polls. To attract a growing public community to the project, these services
are required to disseminate project achievements in an optimal way.
The CMS underlying the SmartCoDe Web Portal offers the possibility of highly complex user
role management whereas the Authenticated User role can be regarded as a generic role
that is defined to grant access to specific functions and services of the EDP. Authenticated
Users are persons that have registered to the portal (i.e. they have a known identity) but do
not have access to any of the internal SmartCoDe areas. Further roles can be assigned to
the portal user in an add-on manner.
In Chapter 9, Forums, it is shown how the role of Authenticated User can be used effectively
by granting access to a dedicated (secure) area of the SmartCoDe portal to non-project
partners.
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3 Dedicated Non-Project Partner User Group & Role
Structure
A system of portal groups and roles have been set up to enable the separation of users
which are not project partners into several classes of users. The first group that has been
implemented (which serves as a proof-of-concept) is the Associated Partner role (please see
also chapter 9). With the help of this construct, dedicated confidential items can be made
available to a certain class of users (i.e. a non-project company that is interested in exploiting
project results) while leaving the public out. Confidentiality of content can be easily
administered.
This method allows to establish a web portal where a large user community can be
supported while visibility / accessibility of contents is provided in a fine-grained manner
depending on the project’s requirements. Goal is to target web content, functions, and
services to specific user needs / demands and thus making the SmartCoDe dissemination
platform more attractive. Figure 3.1 shows the roles currently implemented.

Figure 3.1: SmartCoDe Specific Roles
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The role structure described above is complemented by the group structure. Both, role and
group structures implement a matrix that allows for a very accurate definition of the status of
a user. Figure 3.2 shows the SmartCoDe specific group structure.

Figure 3.1: SmartCoDe Specific Groups
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4 Public Download
The SmartCoDe dissemination platform does not provide a central download area, but
download functionality in connection with the relevant content. Providing central download
areas have the disadvantage, that huge amounts of data will be presented to the user, often
only to be distinguished by the file name, without sufficient means to get information on file
contents.
The procedure applied here enables the user to have access to downloads in the context of
the respective content of a page, therefore providing means to connect filename with overall
context of the file’s content. Figures 4.1 / 4.2 show the concept for the publication menu item.

Figure 4.1: SmartCoDe Publication Overview

Figure 4.2: Specific Publication with Download
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5 Content Distribution Driven by User Interests
The concept of the Electronic Dissemination Platform (EDP) provides measures for the
classification of data (see also chapters 2 and 3). On the other hand, chapter 6 of the
SmartCoDe EPO deliverable D-5.7 defines the SmartCode user profile, which is
implemented in the database that is accessed by both, the EPO and the EDP.
Within SmartCoDe, web content is defined to be available on the basis of group membership,
i.e. adding group right to users allows visibility of additional contents. In addition, the
SmartCoDe EDP shall enable the user to choose to only see contents specified via user
profiles. Figure 5.1 shows the user profile sub-section for the specification of expertise /
interest. Pleas note that due to the complexity of the task this web portal feature is still under
development.

Figure 5.1: User Profile Expertise / Interest Sub-Section
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6 Animation
To effectively explain the project’s objectives to the public community it often helps a lot to
make use of pictures / film sequences. The SmartCoDe project will provide an animation on
what the project is about and how the various project parts fit together to support the EU’s
2020 energy objectives. ECN is currently working together with QR on its specification (the
“animation script”). The animation is close to finalisation and will then be integrated within the
SmartCoDe Dissemination Portal in early 2011. Figure 6.1 shows the animation script, which
is a kind of Implementation Specification for an animation designer.

Main Message


Using energy at times of peak consumption will be more expensive in the future



The customer end-user can gain a monetary benefit from shifting their energy
consumption to times of low-demand/high availability



This energy use management can be executed automatically via Demands Side
Management (DSM)



The customer’s advantage is maximised if DSM is combined with Local Energy
Production (LEP)

Script
Blue Screen.
Title: “SmartCoDe”.
Sub-title: “Smart Control of Demand for Consumption and Supply to enable balanced,
energy-positive buildings and neighbourhoods”.
Fade out.

Opening scene:
Three Power Plants on the left, two of them are producing smoke showing that they are
operating, energy transmission line runs from power plants to house on the right. Zoom
towards house. The power plants and transmission lines are still clearly visible either to the
side or through the kitchen window. We can now see inside the kitchen of the house a kettle,
a refrigerator, and a washing machine.

Voice:
“The energy demand of end users varies greatly.”

End user appears and switches on washing machine:


more smoke appears from power plants



a €-counter at the house, located where the power line enters the house, starts to
count in red



the thickness of the transmission line increases to indicate power flow or else dots
“flowing” along it indicating power flow
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Voice:
“Matching this varying demand of the end user at times of peak consumption is already
expensive and will become more so in the future.”

Customer switches on kettle:


the third power plants starts up with smoke pouring out of its chimney, too



the €-counter spins even fast and glows an ominous red



the transmission line gets even thicker, indicated even more power flow

Image is reset to the opening sequence with kitchen, no appliances running, and only two
power plants operating.

Voice:
“Demand Side Management enables automatic time-shifting of local energy consumption to
match availability”



a box with SmartCoDe symbol between €-counter and the house is high-lighted when
narrator says “demand side management”



a smaller matching box is seen on the washing machine



a wireless signal symbol (wave fronts) symbol indicate that the two units are
communicating to each other



washing machine is turned on



when the kettle is turned on, the washing machine machine goes into a paused state

Voice:
“If coordinated with the national energy network, this can translate into a financial benefit for
the end-user”.



there is no additional smoke coming from the power plant



there is no increase in thickness of the transmission lines



the €-counter slows down or even changes colour



the end-user smiles (or not)

Voice:
“Things become ever more advantageous if local energy production, such as a small-scale
wind turbine, is available”



picture pans again to show a QR5 turbine with a SmartCoDe node at its base on the
roof of the building (or next to it), spinning slowly
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a wire is running from the turbine to the house, indicating power flow from the turbine



€-counter spins slower still, transmission lines from power plant get thinner still



after a few seconds, as the wind picks up, turbine starts spinning faster, the turbine’s
wire gets thicker



the SmartCoDe node at the base of the turbine signals that it is producing more
energy



the washing machine gets the signal and turns on again



nothing changes at the counter or power plant or transmission lines

Picture pans and zooms further to show the silhouettes of neighbouring houses.

Voice:
“The varying energy demand of the end-user and their neighbours can now be partially met
with local energy production.”



wind increases further, turbine spins faster



the neighbours use more energy - maybe more of their lights turn on or some
appliances start humming/vibrating to indicate that they are operational



€-counter in house starts turning backwards and turns green



power is seen to flow from our house to neighbour’s house



no increase in smoke from power plant

Closing Screen:
Blue Screen showing SmartCoDe logo and the EU and FP7 logos

Text:
SmartCoDe is a 7th Framework Program (FP7) project funded by the European Commission

7 Online Demonstrator Interface
The dissemination platform will integrate the interface to the demonstrator installation in
Vienna as described in Appendix I of the Grant Agreement. A near-real time data
transmission will deliver a video stream from the wind turbine as well as energy generation /
consumption data from the demonstrator hardware, both located at the Buchberg location in
Maria Anzbach (Austria), to the dissemination platform at edacentrum GmbH (Hannover,
Germany).
Since the setup of the demonstrator incl. wind turbine is scheduled for Q1 2011,
demonstrator online analysis data and video stream will not be available until the actual
demonstrator launch. First results are expected to be available at 6/2011. Preparations for
web-side inclusion however already are in progress.
Figure 7 below shows the streaming video block from the web camera that has been
implemented within the SmartCoDe portal home page. For test cases it currently shows the
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office door of the SmartCoDe project coordinator at the edacentrum site. Please note that the
view displayed below is only available for the SmartCoDe the admin role, i.e. it is not
available for the public.

Figure 7.1: Web Cam Streaming Video at SmartCoDe Home Page

Figure 7.2 shows test data as it is currently provided by the energy management unit
installed at the ennovatis Almersberg location in Austria. Data displayed here however
focuses on solar energy generation in contrast to the respective energy consumption data.
For the SmartCoDe demonstrator location this will be enhanced by wind turbine energy data.
Figure 7.3 shows first analysis data of wind energy generation in contrast to solar energy
generation. Please note the tendency for strong wind during times of low solar radiation.

Figure 7.2: Solar Energy Generation in Contrast to Energy Consumption
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Figure 7.3: Solar Energy Generation in Contrast to Wind Energy Generation

These measures are set up to demonstrate to the public society the benefit of (near-real
time) “Awareness” of local energy generation and consumption of buildings and
neighbourhoods, even under remote conditions. The final SmartCoDe goal is to demonstrate
that energy consumption can “follow” energy generation, at least to some extend, which
simply means that the implemented energy management control structures would succeed in
re-scheduling energy consumption on the basis of energy availability.

8 Event Management Support
To support SmartCoDe events, a set of functions and services will be made available to the
potential attendees. Actual administrative handling will be structured in the following way:
8.1 Web Form Registration


Online registration



Administration of attendee data



Administration of event dates



Statistical analysis

8.2 Web Presentation


Paper upload functionality



Paper download functionality



Provision of maps

8.3 Content Distribution


Automatic Conference Registration Acknowledgement (to user)



Automatic Conference Registration Details (to conference administrator)



Event newsletters
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8.1 Web Form Registration
Figure 8.1.1 shows the entry page of an online registration form. Text fields are pre-filled with
user profile data if the user is logged-in on the web portal, otherwise they are left empty and
have to be filled in manually.

Figure 8.1.1: Web Form Registration
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All registration data is kept within the internal mySQL database. Figure 8.1.1 shows an
overview of the total registrations of one registration form. Please note that data shown in the
picture are pure test data since the online reservation functionality was not used for the first
SmartCoDe Expert Cooperation Workshop because the solution was not fully verified prior to
the workshop, end of September 2010.

Figure 8.1.2: Registration Overview

Registration details can be downloaded as tables (free text / MS Excel), see 8.1.2.

Figure 8.1.3: Registration Detail Download
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Statistical analysis of registration data is shown in Figure 8.1.4. Each field of the respective
web form is displayed together with information if the field is left blank, if entered fields are
user-entered values (in contrast to automatically filled in text) and the average length in
words (excluding blank inputs).

Figure 8.1.4: Statistical Registration Analysis
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8.2 Web Presentation
Figure 8.2.1 below shows the public page for the first SmartCoDe Expert Cooperation
Workshop (ECWS) in Nov. 2010. The page is partitioned in announcement part, agenda part
incl. links to biographies of speaker and presented paper, and organisational part.

Figure 8.2.1: SmartCoDe ECWS Registration Page
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Paper download functionality is not implemented central at one location but rather in context
of the paper’s topic. For example the presented paper is available via the link in the agenda
(bold text 8.2.1, see also 8.2.2) whereas the hotel registration template is available in the
organisational part of the page.

Figure 8.2.2: Paper Download Functionality

For the ECWS no maps have been provided. The example shown in figure 8.2.3 has been
taken from the internal SmartCoDe meeting page to demonstrate this functionality.

Figure 8.2.3: SmartCoDe Internal Administrative Meetings: Maps
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8.3 Conference Content Distribution
Distribution of content, namely registration confirmation to user and conference administrator
have been implemented within the web portal. An automated registration confirmation is sent
to the user as well as to the administrator (see Figure 8.3.1 and 8.3.2). In addition the user
gets a confirmation web page after submitting the registration.

Figure 8.3.1: Automatic Conference Registration Confirmation Details (to conference user)
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Figure 8.3.2: Automatic Conference Registration Confirmation Details (to conference administrator)

Newsletter functionality is described in chapter 11.
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9 Forums
Forum functionality has been made available to registered SmartCoDe users. Figure 9.1
shows the forum used for secure knowledge exchange between SmartCoDe Associated
Partners, who must not have access to other SmartCoDe internal pages, and SmartCoDe
beneficiaries, who have full access to the internal area (please see also chapter 3 in this
context). Forum can be set up for any specific topic. Main goal within SmartCoDe is to
provide a secure room for discussions between non-project advisors and project members. It
is currently not planned to set up public forums, however from the technical point of view this
would be a straightforward process.

Figure 9.1: SmartCoDe Forum on Energy Storage

10 Survey / Poll Functionality
A survey / poll functionality has been implemented to the Electronic Dissemination Platform
that allows consulting of dedicated user groups, based on roles and rights assigned. Surveys
and polls are important utilities to address two major issues:


First, when setting up a web platform, one of the basic problems is that the provider of
the platform is ‘blind’, i.e. since there is no direct user feedback, identification of user
demands is tricky. User behaviour analysis (see figure 10.3) is one method to find out
if the structure of the web portal is straightforward enough to lead the user to the
information he / she is looking for. Surveys and polls are another method. Since the
portal is based on authentication of users, the latter can be interrogated directly.



Second, surveys and polls can be set up for the refinement of the project’s objectives
itself. The SmartCode project has a lot of interfaces to other research areas, so it
might be necessary to fine-tune the project’s objectives to optimally place it in the
overall context of energy efficiency.
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SmartCoDe survey functionality offers two different approaches: decision selection and
decision ranking. Whereas the former offers the user to choose between several options, the
latter offers the user to specifying a ranking of the provided decision options. For option
ranking, different algorithms like instant run-off, borda count, or condorcet can be applied.
Figure 10.1 shows decision selection and figure 10.2 shows decision ranking functionality
using the borda count algorithm. Please note that the decision selection of figure 10.2 has
already been closed while the decision ranking of figure 10.2 has still been open.
Due to the fact that until now no real SmartCode surveys have been issued both principles
are shown on the basis of dummy polls.

Figure 10.1: Decision Selection Functionality

Figure 10.2: Decision Ranking Functionality
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Figure 10.1: User Behaviour Analysis

11 Newsletters
Periodical newsletters will be provided to the portal user while making use of the role
structure described in chapter 3. Control of newsletter subscription for registered users has
been implemented within the myAccount area via simple check-box mechanism.
When creating a new account users have the option to subscribe for the conference
newsletter. Due to legal restriction, this option has to be off per default and must be chosen
from a user explicitly (see Figure 11.1, lower part).
For already registered users subscriptions can be managed via the myAccount page.
For administrative purposes subscriber details can be exported to Microsoft Excell table
formats. Exports can be specified in terms of active or inactive users for a selection of
provided newsletters (see Figure 11.2).
New Newsletters can be added and existing ones can be administered (see Figure 11.3).
Newsletter subscriber information can be filtered and displayed for administrative purposes
(see Figure 11.4)
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…

Figure 11.1: Newsletter Subscription

Figure 11.2: Newsletter Subscriber Export
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Figure 11.3: Newsletter Administration

Figure 11.4: Newsletter Details
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